
Intro. (Nov. 13, 2005) 

 It certainly appears that here we have come 

to the fall of commercial Babylon. “For all the 

nations…have become rich by the wealth of 

sensuality” (Rev. 18:1-3). God’s people are called 

upon to get away from her (18:4-5). She is 

designated to get back double for all her sinful 

deeds (18:6-8). 

 

II Commercial Babylon Must Fall (Rev. 18:1-8). 

 A. The nations of the world have become 

enriched in connection with her (18:1-3). 

  1. (vs. 1) Yet another angel appears 

most impressive in power and effect: “After these 

things I saw another angel coming down from 

heaven, having great authority, and the earth was 

illumined with his glory” (Meta; tau'ta [“Change 

in the panorama, not 

chronology”
1
] ei\don a[llon a[ggelon katabaivnon

ta [“come down, go down, climb down…lit…of 

pers…f coming down fr. 

heaven”
2
] ejk tou' oujranou' [“as the abode of the 

divine…as the abode of 

angels”
3
] e[conta ejxousivan [“ability to do 

someth., capability, might, 

power”
4
] megavlhn kai; hJ gh' ejfwtivsqh [“transiti

vely…to illumine, to light, enlighten, to be 

lightened…in the Passive Voice”
5
] ejk [“to denote 

origin, cause, motive, reason…of the effective 

cause by, because of…impersonal in nature”
6
; 

“The impersonal means by which the verbal action 

is carried out is expressed by...rarely, ejk + 

genitive.”
7
] th'" dovxh" aujtou'). 

 “After these things (Metav tau'ta),” points 
to yet another change of scenes on earth. In this 

case the change is from the scene of the fall of 

religious Babylon (chap. 17) to the fall of 

commercial Babylon (chap. 18). In introducing 

this scene we observe that John “saw another 

(a[llon) angel” of the same sort as previous angels 

he had seen, perhaps another one of the seven 

bowl judgment angels as in 18:1, but if not (cf. 
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21:9) at least, “one who descends from heaven to 

fulfill a special mission.”
8
 For indeed this one was 

“coming down from heaven” also, “having great 

authority (ejxousivan)” or “ability to do someth., 

capability, might, power,”
9
 probably to execute or 

at least announce a great judgment. His essence 

would have been hard to miss since “the earth was 

illumined (ejfwtivsqh),” or “lightened”10 “with his 

glory.” His conspicuous glory might suggest “that 

he had just come from God’s presence,”
11
 just as 

Moses’ face shown from having been in God’s 

presence (Ex. 34:29-35). 

  2. (vs. 2) In keeping with what he 

was, the angel came bearing a message: “And he 

cried out with a mighty voice, saying, ‘Fallen, 

fallen is Babylon the great! And she has become a 

dwelling place of demons and a prison of every 

unclean spirit, and a prison of every unclean and 

hateful bird’” (kai; e[kraxen [“call, call out, 

cry…lit…Also pleonast.”
12
; 

“proclamation”
13
] ejn ijscura'/ [“strong, mighty, 

powerful…of things a[nemo" violent…fwnhv 
loud”

14
; “denotes might, strength, power…of 

angels…in some mss. in Rev. 18:2 it is said of the 

voice of an angel”
15
; “connected with ischoµ and 

echoµ, to have, to hold {from the root echÑ, 
signifying holding}, denotes ability, force, 

strength”
16
; “used in the absolute in the NT for 

both persons and things”
17
] fwnh'/ [“voice…gener. 

Any form of speech or other utterance w. the voice 

can take place”
18
] levgwn e[pesen [“fig. and 

symbol…of persons…fall, be 

destroyed…{…Repetition of the verb for 

emphasis…This is to remove all possibility of 

doubt…}”
19
; “to fall, is used…of falling under 

judgment”
20
; “Common in the NT, péŒptoµ mostly 

has a literal sense…cf. the fall of Babylon…as a 
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sign of divine 

judgment.”
21
] e[pesen Babulw;n [“denotes the 

ungodly power of the end-

time”
22
] hJ megavlh kai; ejgevneto katoikhthvrion 

[“{derivatives of katoikevw ‘to dwell,’…} a place 

of dwelling, whether an object or area - ‘dwelling 

place, dwelling.’…‘has become a dwelling place 

of demons’”
23
; “dwelling- {place}…it has become 

a dwelling-place of demons i.e. they have taken 

possession of it”
24
; “{kata, down, used intensively, 

and |oijkhthvrion, ed.|}, implying more 

permanency than |oijkhthvrion, ed.|, is used in 

Eph. 2:22 of the Church as the dwelling–place of 

the Holy Spirit; in Rev. 18:2 of Babylon, 

figuratively, as the dwelling–place of demons.”
25
; 

“fallen Babylon has become an ‘abode’ of demons 

{cf. Is. 13:21-22}”
26
] daimonivwn [“demon, evil 

spirit, of independent beings who occupy a 

position somewhere between the human and the 

divine…They live in deserted places…hence a 

ruined city is a habitation of demons”
27
; “Being 

unclean they tempt human beings with unclean 

thoughts”
28
; “OT usage recurs when Babylon is 

called the abode of 

daimonéŒa”29] kai; fulakh; [“watch, guard…the 

place of guarding, prison…Also simply 

fulakhv…The fallen city of Babylon becomes a 

fulakhv haunt for all kinds of unclean spirits and 
birds”

30
; “a guarding or guard {akin to phulassoµ, 

to guard or watch}, also denotes a prison, a 

hold”
31
; “Babylon is the prison of unclean 

spirits”
32
] panto;" pneuvmato" [“a spirit as an 

independent being, in contrast to a being that can 

be perceived by the physical senses…evil 

spirits”
33
; “Unclean demonic forces are 
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pneuŒmata”34] ajkaqavrtou [“as the ceremonial 

mng. fades, the moral sense becomes 

predominant…unclean, impure, vicious…Esp. of 

evil spirits”
35
; “unclean, impure {a, negative, 

kathairoµ, to purify}, is used…of unclean 

spirits”
36
] kai; fulakh; [“a place for wild animals 

and evil spirits to dwell - ‘haunt, lair, dwelling 

place.’…‘and a haunt for every unclean spirit, 

every unclean bird, and every unclean wild 

animal’”
37
; “from phulassoµ, to guard, denotes…a 

prison, a hold. In Rev. 18:2, A.V., Babylon is 

described figuratively, first as a ‘hold’ and then as 

a ‘cage’ of every unclean and hateful bird {R.V., 

‘hold’ in both clauses; marg., ‘prison’}. The word 

is almost invariably translated 

‘prison.’”
38
] panto;" ojrnevou [“bird…every bird 

that is unclean and detestable {for relig, reasons, 

e. g. the owl, heron, pelican, great horned owl}”
39
; 

“is probably connected with a word signifying to 

perceive, to hear”
40
] ajkaqavrtou [“impure, 

unclean…in the cultic sense, that which may not 

be brought into contact w. the divinity…w. 

memishmevno" of 

birds”
41
] ªkai; fulakh; panto;" qhrivou ajkaqavrtou

º kai; memishmevnou [“hate, persecute in hatred, 
detest, abhor…abs…memishmevno" beside 

ajkavqarto" unclean and loathsome {for relig. 

reasons} of birds”
42
; “to hate, is used 

especially…of malicious and unjustifiable feelings 

towards others, whether towards the innocent or 

by mutual animosity…where ‘hateful’ translates 

the perfect participle Passive Voice of the verb, 

lit., ‘hated,’ or ‘having been hated’”
43
; “The 

sense…is ‘hateful.’”
44
]).  

 Not surprisingly this angel having great 

authority, “cried out with a mighty (ijscura'/)” or 
“strong…, powerful” or “loud”

45
 “voice.” His 
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“proclamation”
46
 “Fallen, fallen is Babylon the 

great!” The repetition of the verb, “fallen 

(e[pesen),” meaning, “destroyed,”
47
 is “for 

emphasis…to remove all possibility of doubt,”
48
 

and “probably indicates that God guaranteed this 

judgment and that it will happen quickly.”
49
 The 

judgment is a “fait accompli.”
50
 The guarantee is 

needed because in reality, the passage is proleptic, 

that is, it is spoken of in the past tense as if it had 

already happened, but it was still a future event. It 

is therefore an anticipated but sure judgment. 

“Babylon the great” here does not stand for 

religious Babylon as did the woman of chap. 17, 

but commercial Babylon, that is, “the commercial 

system of buying and selling goods to make a 

profit that includes capitalism. As religious 

Babylon includes all forms of religion (non-

Christian as well as Christian religions), so 

economic Babylon includes all types of economies 

(capitalism, socialism, communism, etc.). This 

economic system will have its headquarters in 

Babylon on the Euphrates River during the 

Tribulation, and it will burn up. Self-interest is at 

the root of this system. Whereas believers have 

always lived within this system, we have always 

known that we must not adopt the philosophy that 

drives it, namely, selfishness. This system has 

become so much a part of life that it is hard for us 

to imagine life without it. Nonetheless this chapter 

teaches that it will end just before Jesus Christ 

returns at His second coming, and it will exist no 

longer. This system began when people first 

assembled to make a name for themselves at Babel 

(Gen. 11:1–9). As Christians, we need to make 

sure that we are not citizens of this Babylon, by 

laying up treasure on earth, but truly citizens of 

heaven, by laying up treasure there (cf. Matt. 

6:19–21). This chapter should challenge us to 

evaluate our financial goals and to repudiate 

selfish living.”
51
 

The recently constructed, but now 

destroyed, literal city of Babylon on the Euphrates 

River will be utterly vacated. “She has become a 

dwelling place of demons.” “Waterless places” 
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(Mt. 12:43; Lk. 11:24; cf. Is. 11:21) or desert 

regions, such as where Babylon will be located, 

were recognized, “as the abode of hostile 

spirits.”
52
 With her fall, they will move in and take 

up residence there, even if against their will in 

what will become a, “prison of every unclean 

spirit.” The final expression that fallen Babylon 

will be “a prison of every unclean and hateful 

bird” is an OT “figure of desolation,”
53
 that is, the 

“state of being abandoned or forsaken”
54
 and thus 

in “wretchedness”
55
 and “misery.”

56
 Some 

manuscripts add, “and a prison of every unclean 

beast,” which only expands the picture of 

desolation. 

Similarly, in describing the fall of ancient 

Babylon, Isaiah wrote: “And Babylon, the beauty 

of kingdoms, the glory of the Chaldeans’ pride, 

will be as when God overthrew Sodom and 

Gomorrah. It will never be inhabited or lived in 

from generation to generation; nor will the Arab 

pitch his tent there, nor will shepherds make their 

flocks lie down there. But desert creatures will lie 

down there, and their houses will be full of owls, 

ostriches also will live there, and shaggy goats will 

frolic there. And hyenas will howl in their fortified 

towers and jackals in their luxurious palaces. Her 

fateful time also will soon come and her days will 

not be prolonged” (Is. 13:19-22). Ancient Babylon 

was not lived in again after her overthrow, but 

obviously that passage allows for an ultimate 

fulfillment regarding the rebuilt Babylon of the 

distant future, the one in our Rev. passage. Once it 

is destroyed, it will never be lived in again. 

3. (vs. 3) The desolation of vs. 2 is 

caused by the realities of this verse: “For all the 

nations have drunk of the wine of the passion of 

her immorality, and the kings of the earth have 

committed acts of immorality with her, and the 

merchants of the earth have become rich by the 

wealth of her sensuality” (o{ti ejk [“As a result 

of.”
57
] tou' oi[nou [“wine, normally the fermented 
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juice of the grape…fig., in apocalyptic symbolism, 

of the punishments which God gives to the wicked 

to ‘drink’ like wine…Of Babylon the harlot”
58
; 

“impure passion”
59
] tou' qumou' [“passion, 

passionate longing…she has caused the nations to 

drink the wine of her passionate immorality”
60
; 

“anger, wrath, rage…a mixed metaphor: the wine 

of harlotry, w. which Babylon intoxicates the 

nations, becomes the wine of God’s wrath for 

them.”
61
; “hot anger, passion”

62
; “denotes violent 

movement {of air, water, the ground, or living 

creatures}. From the sense ‘to boil up’ comes ‘to 

smoke’ and then ‘to sacrifice.’ thymoŒs means what 

is moved or moves, i.e., vital force, and it may 

then denote such varied things as desire, impulse, 

spirit, anger, sensibility, disposition, and 

thought…Babylon has brought the nations into 

ungodliness, so that they have fallen into sin and 

under God’s wrath {cf. Jer. 25:15ff.}. thymoŒs is 
the same as 

wrath”
63
] th'" porneiva" [“prostitution, 

unchastity, fornication, of every kind of unlawful 

sexual intercourse…fig., in accordance w. an OT 

symbol of apostasy fr. God, of idolatry; fr. the time 

of Hosea the relationship betw. God and his 

people was regarded as a marriage bond. This 

usage was more easily understandable because 

some Semitic and Graeco-Roman cults were at 

times connected w. sexual debauchery…the wine 

of her passionate immorality”
64
; “metaphorically, 

of the association of pagan idolatry with doctrines 

of, and professed adherence to, the Christian 

faith”
65
] aujth'" pevpwkan [“drink…fig…of 

persons…piei'n to; pothvrion w. added words that 

make the sense clear drink the cup=submit to a 

severe trial, or death…Sim.”
66
; “of participating in 

the abominations imparted by the corrupt religious 

and commercial systems emanating from 

Babylon”
67
; “Those who undergo God’s judgment 
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drink the cup of wine…in the sense of being 

bemused”
68
] pavnta ta; e[qnh kai; oiJ basilei'" th'

" gh'" met! [“with genitive: with…denoting the 

company within which someth. takes place…The 

fact that the activity or experience took place in 

the company of others can also be made clear by 

the influence which two opposite parties exert 

upon each other or together, or, on the other hand, 

by which one party brings the other to adopt a 

corresponding, and therefore common attitude…in 

friendly, or at least not in hostile, 

fashion”
69
] aujth'" ejpovrneusan [“to prostitute, 

practice prostitution or sexual immorality 

gener…fig…in the sense ‘practice idolatry’”
70
; “to 

commit fornication, is 

used…metaphorically”
71
] kai; oiJ e[mporoi [“Old 

word for one on a journey for trade {from ejn, 
poro"…}, like drummers”

72
; “{derivative of 

ejmporeuvomai ‘to be in business,’…} one who is 

engaged in commerce and trade - ‘merchant, 

trader.’…‘the merchants of the world grew rich 

from her unrestrained lust’”
73
; 

“merchant…actually wholesale dealer in contrast 

to kavphlo" ‘retailer’”74; “denotes a person on a 
journey {poros, a journey}, a passenger on 

shipboard; then, a 

merchant”
75
] th'" gh'" ejk th'" dunavmew" [“of the 

externals of power…wealth…fr. the excessive 

wealth”
76
] tou' strhvnou" [“Late word for 

arrogance, luxury, here alone in N.T.”
77
; “to live 

sensually by gratifying the senses with sexual 

immorality - ‘to live sensually, to live 

intemperately, lust, sensual living.’…‘and the 

merchants of the earth grew rich from her 

overwhelming lust’”
78
; “sensuality, luxury”

79
; 

“insolent luxury, is rendered 
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‘wantonness’”
80
] aujth'" ejplouvthsan [“be rich; 

aor. become rich; pf. have become rich…lit., 

abs…The source fr. which the wealth comes is 

indicated by ajpov tino"…Also e[k tino"”81; “to be 
rich, in the aorist or point tense, to become rich, is 

used…literally”
82
]). 

 This verse is similar to Rev. 17:2, but 

again a different facet of Babylon is in view, not 

religious, but commercial. In the tribulation 

period, all people groups will be in league of her. 

So her judgment must come “For (o{ti),” better, 
“because” “all,” not some of, “the nations have 

drunk of the wine of the passion of her immorality, 

and the kings of the earth have committed acts of 

immorality with her.” Immorality was an, “OT 

symbol of apostasy fr. God, of idolatry; fr. the time 

of Hosea the relationship betw. God and his 

people was regarded as a marriage bond,”
83
 from 

which to depart was to commit spiritual 

immorality. “This usage was more easily 

understandable because some Semitic and Graeco-

Roman cults were at times connected w. sexual 

debauchery.”
84
 Therefore to, “have drunk of the 

wine of the passion of her immorality” was to 

have participated, “in the abominations imparted 

by the corrupt religious and commercial systems 

emanating from Babylon.”
85
 One so drunk was 

inebriated and was no longer thinking clearly. 

Thus the stupefied nations were rushing headlong 

toward destruction. 

 Moreover, and here is where it becomes 

evident that we are seeing commercial Babylon in 

this pericope; “the merchants (ejpovrneusan) of the 
earth have become rich by the wealth of her 

sensuality.” “Merchants” is a word referring to 

“one on a journey for trade (from ejn, poro"…), 

like drummers,”
86
 as if to drum up business. 

Babylon via the beast forbade anyone participating 

in commerce, buying or selling, who refused the 

mark of the beast. All of this was for utterly selfish 

reasons of course. Those who participated profited 
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greatly for a while, having, “become rich by the 

wealth of her sensuality,” that is, by idolatrously 

selling out to her godless system, with its “me 

first” mindset. Inherent in her system was this sort 

of experiential thrill or ecstasy of knowing that 

one was endeavoring to throw off the authority of 

an almighty God, as ludicrous as such a thing 

might seem to reasonable, godly minded people. 

For such must inevitably lead to a run-in with that 

very God, which can only result in total ruin to the 

misled worshipers. 

 B. God’s people called upon to get away 

from the woman, Babylon (18:4-5). 

  1. (vs. 4) Here that call is clearly 

for separation from Babylon on the part of God’s 

people during the tribulation: “And I heard another 

voice from heaven, saying, “Come out of her, my 

people, that you may not participate in her sins and 

that you may not receive of her plagues” 

(Kai; h[kousa a[llhn fwnh;n [“voice…In 

accordance w. OT and Jewish usage gener…hear 

a voice {also w. such additions as levgousan, ejk 
w. gen. of place, megavlhn, gen. of the speaker}”87; 
“a sound, is used of the voice…of God”

88
] ejk [“It 

is also used in periphrasis…for the partitive 

gen…after verbs of supplying, receiving, 

consuming”
89
] tou' oujranou' levgousan ejxevlqate 

oJ laov" [“the people of God…of the people of 

Israel…W. a gen. that denotes the 

possessor”
90
] mou ejx aujth'" i{na mh; sugkoinwnhv

shte [“participate in with someone, be connected 

tiniv with someth…in the sense of actually taking 

part”
91
; “to share together with…‘be … partakers 

of’”
92
; “to have fellowship with or in…is used 

in…Rev. 18:4, R.V., ‘have {no} fellowship with,’ 

for A.V., ‘be {not} partakers 

of.’”
93
] tai'" aJmartivai" [“Our task in the end-

time is to keep ourselves from the increasing 

power of sin”
94
; “God’s people must leave 

Babylon lest they share her sins and 
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judgment”
95
] aujth'" kai; ejk tw'n plhgw'n [“{a 

figurative extension of meaning of plhghv 
‘plague,’…} a type of trouble or distress causing 

widespread and/or intense suffering - ‘plague, 

great suffering, distress.’…‘so that you will not 

receive the severe sufferings that are coming upon 

her’ or ‘so that you may not share in her severe 

sufferings’ Re 18.4. One may also render Re 18.4 

as ‘so that you will not suffer as she is going to 

suffer.’”
96
; “blow, stroke…fig. blow in the sense ‘a 

blow of fate’, etc…plague, misfortune”
97
; “a 

stripe, wound {akin to pleµssoµ, to smite}, is used 

metaphorically of a calamity, a 

plague”
98
] aujth'" i{na mh; lavbhte). 

 Here comes a call and a warning to God’s 

people living at the time to separate from all this. 

This, “another (a[llhn) voice” is one of the same 

kind as that in vs. 2, that is, an angelic voice, 

though we cannot be certain. The voice “from 

heaven” is clearly communicating a message from 

God. It is one of the necessity of separation in the 

form of a command: “Come out (ejxevlqate aorist, 
active, imperative) of her, my people.” “My 

people” is a clear reference to believers for only 

they are God’s people.  

They were to come out for two purposes. 

The first: “that you may not participate in her 

sins.” We know that they will not take the mark of 

the beast (Rev. 14:9-12), but the warning here 

seems to call believers to get as far away from the 

evil, utterly selfish commercial system as possible. 

One could possibly compromise even then with 

the system that is in place in a manner that would 

compromise the truth, while not actually taking the 

mark of the beast. Just as we are in the world, but 

not of it, so also should they be. For the believer in 

any age to do otherwise would be to invite 

discipline from our loving heavenly Father.  

The second purpose for coming “out of 

her” follows: “that you will not suffer as she is 

going to suffer.”
99
 “It is a terrifying thing to fall 

into the hands of the living God” (Hb. 10:31), the 

author to the Hebrews said to believers. When 
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God was about to judge Korah and his company 

for rebellion, “the LORD spoke to Moses, saying, 

‘Speak to the congregation, saying, ‘Get back from 

around the dwellings of Korah, Dathan and 

Abiram.’…So they got back from around the 

dwellings of Korah, Dathan and Abiram…(then) 

the ground that was under them split open; and the 

earth opened its mouth and swallowed them up, 

and their households, and all the men who 

belonged to Korah, with their possessions. So they 

and all that belonged to them went down alive to 

Sheol; and the earth closed over them, and they 

perished from the midst of the assembly” 

(selections from Num. 16:23-33). Of course, to the 

Corinthians, Paul wrote, “Remove the wicked man 

from among yourselves” (1Cor. 5:13b), and with 

reference to false teachers in 2Cor. 6:17a, he 

wrote, “‘Therefore, come out from their midst and 

be separate,’  says the Lord. ‘And do not touch 

what is unclean.’” It is not wise to be near 

somebody who is ripe for judgment, for in 

standing nearby, you might be tempted to get 

caught up in their sin, and/also you might well be 

caught up in their judgment. There is still a place 

for separation. Obviously, we cannot be separated 

from unbelievers as such, not should we attempt to 

be, but we can be separated from their evil system. 

That is a must. The call to these in the tribulation 

period is not different from that. They must not be 

caught up in the evil system of the woman, 

commercial Babylon. 

  2. (vs. 5) This verse explain the 

gravity of the her sins, which in turn expect 

judgment, thus showing why the believers should 

be far removed from her: “for her sins have piled 

up as high as heaven, and God has remembered 

her iniquities” (o{ti ejkollhvqhsan [“{an idiom, 

literally ‘to cling to heaven’} to increase 

enormously the number of something, with the 

implication of reaching the attention of God - ‘to 

increase greatly, to reach to high 

heaven.’…‘because her sins reached to heaven’ or 

‘because her sins became very, very many’”
100

; 

“join closely together, unite…pass…cling 

{closely} to someth…fig. cling to=come in close 

contact with…The act.=‘bring into contact’…the 

sins have touched the heaven=reached the sky 
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{two exprs. are 

telescoped}”
101

] aujth'" aiJ aJmartivai [“Our task 

in the end-time is to keep ourselves from the 

increasing power of sin {18:4-5}. By a final and 

definitive act God will destroy the universal 

dominion of sin from which we are already 

liberated.”
102

] a[cri [“improper prep. w. gen…of 

place as far 

as”
103

] tou' oujranou' kai; ejmnhmovneusen [“to 
recall or be aware of information, and as a result to 

respond in an appropriate manner {for example, 

punishing, helping, honoring, etc., depending upon 

the context} - ‘to recall, to remember.’…implies 

much more than God’s mental state in 

remembering the crimes of Babylon. The reference 

is clearly to God’s both remembering and 

punishing.”
104

; “remember, keep in mind, think of, 

also—w. no fixed boundaries—mention…w. 

acc…W. acc. of the thing…Of God…God has 

remembered her wicked deeds to punish them”
105

; 

“signifies to call to mind, remember; it is used 

absolutely in Mark 8:18; everywhere else it has an 

object…things”
106

] oJ qeo;" ta; ajdikhvmata [“a 
wrong, crime, misdeed”

107
; “denotes a wrong, 

injury, misdeed {akin to No. 2; from adikeoµ, to do 
wrong}, the concrete act, in contrast to the general 

meaning…and translated…‘iniquities’”
108

; “the 

plural stresses the abundance of wicked deeds”
109

; 

“Old word, a wrong done one.”
110

] aujth'"). 
 This verse contains the cause for the 

command of vs. 4 to “come out,” namely, “for 

(o{ti)” or “because” “her sins have piled up as high 
as heaven,” or loosely translated, “have joined 

together ‘as far as’
111

 heaven.” Her sins, “literally 

‘to cling to heaven’”
112

 now, with the meaning 

being, “to increase enormously the number of”
113
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sins “with the implication of”
114

 them now 

“reaching the attention of God.”
115

 Consequently 

“God has remembered her iniquities.” 

“Remembered” means more than that He is merely 

able to recall them. It means, “to recall or be aware 

of”
116

 them, “and as a result to respond in an 

appropriate manner,”
117

 and thus it “implies much 

more than God’s mental state in remembering the 

crimes of Babylon. The reference is clearly to 

God’s both remembering and punishing”
118

 her 

iniquities. 

 C. She is designated to get back double for 

all her sinful deeds (18:6-8). 

1. (vs. 6) The voice of vs. 4 

continues here: “Pay her back even as she has 

paid, and give back to her double according to her 

deeds; in the cup which she has mixed, mix twice 

as much for her” 

(ajpovdote aujth'/ wJ" kai; aujth; ajpevdwken [“render
, reward, recompense, in good and bad senses, 

like…render to her as she herself has rendered to 

others”
119

; “signifies to give up or back, to restore, 

return, render what is due, to pay, give an 

account…e.g., of an account…frequently of 

recompensing or 

rewarding”
120

] kai; diplwvsate [“to cause a 

quantity to be twice as much - ‘to double, to cause 

twice as much as.’…‘pay her back twice as much 

as she has done’”
121

; “to double ta; dipla' pay 
back double”

122
; “signifies to double, to repay or 

render twofold”
123

] ta; dipla' [“twice the quantity 

- ‘twice as much, double.’…‘and pay her back 

double for what she has done’ Re 18.6…It is 

possible that in some contexts diplou'" does not 
mean precisely ‘twice as much’ but simply ‘much 

more.’ For example, in Re 18.6 it may be 

appropriate to translate ‘pay her back much more 

for what she has done.’”
124

; “double, two-
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fold…double…pay back double”
125

; “denotes 

twofold, double”
126

] kata; ta; e[rga [“deed, 
action…deed, accomplishment…of the deeds of 

men, exhibiting a consistent moral character, 

referred to collectively as ta; e[rga…The e[rgon or 
e[rga is {are} characterized by the context as good 
or bad”

127
; “work, employment, task…a deed, 

act…of 

Babylon”
128

] aujth'" ejn tw'/ pothrivw/ [“cup, 
drinking-vessel…fig…On the pass. belonging w. 

it, i.e.”
129

; “a diminutive of poteµr, denotes, 

primarily, a drinking vessel; hence, a 

cup…figurative, of one’s lot or experience, joyous 

or sorrowful…of the evil deeds of 

Babylon”
130

] w|/ [“relative pron. who, which, what, 
that…The prep. can be omitted before the relative 

pron. if it has already been used before the 

antecedent noun…ejn tw'/ pothrivw/ w|/ {=ejn w|/}”131; 
“Case…Attraction {a.k.a. Direct Attraction}…The 

case of the RP, unlike its gender and number, 

usually has no relation to that of the antecedent, 

since it is normally determined by the function it 

has in its own clause…Sometimes however, it is 

attracted to the case of the antecedent. This is 

especially common with the attraction of the 

accusative of the RP to either the genitive or 

dative of the antecedent. {That is to say, in places 

where we expect to see an acc. RP, sometimes we 

see a gen. or dat. because of 

attraction.}”
132

] ejkevrasen [“to mix substances, 

normally liquids - ‘to mix.’…‘in the cup in which 

she has mixed, mix her a double portion’”
133

; 

“mix…Fig…in the cup in which she has mixed, 

mix her a double portion…But perh. k. means 

pour {in}, as 14:10”
134

; “to mix, to mingle, chiefly 

of the diluting of wine, implies ‘a mixing of two 

things, so that they are blended and form a 
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compound, as in wine and 

water’”
135

] keravsate aujth'/ diplou'n). 
 The voice of vs. 4 is addressing someone 

here, but it is not completely clear whom. 

Ironically, it was the enemies of Babylon who 

turned on her in the last chapter (17:16-17). It 

could very well be the same here, but whomever is 

being addressed, the cry is literally, “you (pl.),” 

(are to), “Pay her back even as she has paid,” an 

application of “lex talionis,” meaning, “the law 

(lex) of retaliation.”
136

 “The lex talionis is a law of 

equal and direct retribution: in the words of the 

Hebrew scriptures, ‘an eye for an eye, a tooth for a 

tooth, an arm for an arm, a life for a life’”
137

 (Ex. 

21:24). This principle is not foreign to the NT. To 

those who insisted on wrongful judging of others, 

Jesus said, “in the way you judge, you will be 

judged; and by your standard of measure, it will be 

measured to you” (Mt. 7:2; cf. Gal. 6:7). Even the 

believer’s judgment for rewards is in direct ratio to 

what he has done (2Cor. 5:10), but of course our 

justification has nothing whatever to do with that 

principle, but is rather a matter of grace alone. 

Knowing nothing of grace, but only corruption and 

wickedness, the woman is to be given “back,” or 

literally, “doubled double,” with the meaning 

being simply, “to double” “according to her 

deeds.” Perhaps, “To pay back double is a way of 

saying to pay back fully,”
138

 but in the case of a 

thief in Ex. 22:4, “If what he stole is actually 

found alive in his possession, whether an ox or a 

donkey or a sheep, he shall pay double.” That 

sounds literal. Her iniquities were of such a 

serious nature having, “persecuted and murdered 

the saints,”
139

 that she deserved far worse than 

double. The many lives that she took were worth 

far more than hers. So the meaning may well be, 

“pay her back much more for what she has 

done.”
140

 The voice added, “in the cup which she 

has mixed, mix twice as much for her.” Again, 

with irony, “The cup she used to seduce others 

will become the instrument of her own punishment 

(cf. v. 3; 14:10).”
141

 The cup refers again to the 

“experience,” of something, either “joyous or 

                                                 
135Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

136http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/GLOSSARY/LEXTAL.HTM 
137http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/GLOSSARY/LEXTAL.HTM 
138Tom Constable. Tom Constable's Expository Notes on the Bible. Galaxie Software, 2003; 2003. Re 18:6. 

139Tom Constable. Tom Constable's Expository Notes on the Bible. Galaxie Software, 2003; 2003. Re 18:6. 

140Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 

Domains, (New York: United Bible Societies) 1988, 1989. 

141Tom Constable. Tom Constable's Expository Notes on the Bible. Galaxie Software, 2003; 2003. Re 18:6. 
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sorrowful.”
142

 The nations had a deceptively 

“joyous” experience drinking the “wine of the 

passion of her immorality” (vs. 3), now she will 

experience in double portion from that same cup 

the experience of “sorrow,” mourning and misery. 

2. (vs. 7) Judgment here involves 

receiving in return precisely what one has forced 

upon others: “To the degree that she glorified 

herself and lived sensuously, to the same degree 

give her torment and mourning; for she says in her 

heart, ‘I SIT as A QUEEN AND I AM NOT A WIDOW, 

and will never see mourning’” (o{sa [“correlative 
w. povso", tosou'to"…as great, how great; as far, 

how far; as long, how long; as much, how 

much…of measure and 

degree…o{sa. . . tosou'ton to the degree that. . . 
to the same degree”

143
] ejdovxasen [“primarily 

denotes ‘to suppose’ {from doxa, an opinion}; in 
the N.T…to magnify, extol, praise…especially of 

glorifying God, i.e., ascribing honour to Him, 

acknowledging Him as to His being, attributes and 

acts, i.e., His glory…also of glorifying 

oneself”
144

] aujth;n [“The personal pronoun is 

rarely used for the reflexive pronoun in the NT. In 

such instances it has the force of himself, herself, 

itself.”
145

] kai; ejstrhnivasen [“live in luxury, live 
sensually”

146
; “to run riot, translated ‘lived 

deliciously’”
147

; “This compound of streµniaŒoµ, ‘to 
burn,’ ‘to be covetous’”

148
] tosou'ton [“‘give her 

as much suffering and grief as the glory and luxury 

she gave herself’ Re 18.7. It is also possible to 

render this portion of Re 18.7 as ‘to the degree that 

she glorified herself and lived in luxury, to that 

same degree give her torment and 

sorrow.’…Expressions involving correspondence 

of degrees must often be rather considerably 

restructured. For example, in the first part of Re 

18.7 one may translate in some languages ‘she 

honored herself very much and lived in great 

luxury, and so give her very much suffering and 

                                                 
142Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

143Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

144Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

145Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

146Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

147Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

148Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

grief.’”
149

; “so great, so large, so far, so much, so 

strong etc…used w. a noun…sing…of 

quantity…Referring back to 

o{sa: tosou'ton basanismovn”150] dovte [“give in 

the sense grant, bestow, impart…in many expr. in 

which the transl. is determined by  the noun 

object…W. i{na foll. grant that…The pass. occurs 

very oft. in this sense…send torment and grief 

upon someone”
151

] aujth'/ basanismo;n [“pass. the 
condition of those tortured, torment”

152
; “of 

Divine judgments”
153

; “passively the ‘suffering’ of 

Babylon”
154

] kai; pevnqo" o{ti ejn th'/ kardiva/ [“he
art as the seat of physical, spiritual and mental 

life…as center and source of the whole inner life, 

w. its thinking, feeling, and volition…of the 

faculty of thought, of the thoughts themselves, of 

understanding, as the organ of natural and spiritual 

enlightenment…In this area k. may oft. be transl. 

mind…say to oneself, i.e. think, reflect, without 

saying anything aloud”
155

; “There is in the NT a 

rich usage of kardéŒa for…the seat of thought and 

understanding”
156

] aujth'" levgei [“gener. utter in 
words, say, tell, give expression to orally, but also 

in writing…w. emphasis on a certain kind of 

saying: fwnh'/ megavlh/ in a loud voice…Opp. 

ejn th'/ kardiva/”157] o{ti kavqhmai [“sit…lit…in the 

special sense…Be enthroned in 

majesty”
158

] basivlissa [“the feminine of 

basileus, a king, is used…metaphorically, of 

Babylon”
159

; “the harlot Babylon sits as a queen 

and is judged.”
160

] kai; chvra [“a widow…Elsewh. 

hJ chvra alone, the widow…the idea of neediness is 

oft. prominent in connection w. this word, and it is 

oft. joined w. orphans…Symbol. in the proud 

words of the harlot of Babylon”
161

; “used 
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figuratively of a city forsaken.”
162

; “The Widow 

Figuratively. In Lk. 18:2ff. the widow is a figure 

of God’s eschatological people, which may expect 

an answer to believing supplication for final 

vindication. In Rev. 18:7 the harlot Babylon—

representing Rome—compares herself to a queen 

and not a widow. But there will soon be a reversal 

of roles. The oppressed widow will be a royal 

bride {21:2} and haughty Babylon will be a 

diseased widow. The imagery combines the two 

motifs of God’s people as bride and the city as a 

woman. The two cities of Jerusalem and Babylon 

stand for the two human peoples— the people with 

God, the bride, and the people without God, the 

widow. The church, which replaces OT Israel, 

now resembles a woman without a husband, as did 

Israel during the exile. But at the parousia it will 

be the bride that meets the heavenly Bridegroom 

{22:17}.”
163

 {This last reflects reformed 

theology’s view of the rel. of the church to 

Israel.}] oujk eijmi; kai; pevnqo" [“grief, sadness, 

mourning…p. ijdei'n see, have, experience 

sorrow”
164

; “sorrow”
165

; “In the NT, too, the 

words signify sorrow expressed in lamentation, 

especially mourning for the 

dead”
166

] ouj mh; i[dw [“To participate in”167; “see 
someth.=experience someth…grief”

168
]). 

 Again the language is proportionate here, 

“To the degree that (o{sa),” which is an adverbial 

idea, she has done two evil things, “she glorified 

herself (ejdovxasen aujthn) and lived sensuously 
(ejstrhnivasemn)” or lived “in luxury,”

169
 a 

“compound of streµniaŒoµ,” meaning, “‘to burn,’ ‘to 

be covetous,’”
170

 picturing a life lived exactly 

oppositely of God’s plan for mankind, which is 

one in which man glorifies God, not himself, and 

shows restraint and self-control, “to the same 

degree,” another adverbial idea, you (pl.) are to 

“give her torment and mourning,” as one who is 

                                                 
162Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

163Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

164Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

165Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

166Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 
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School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention) 1998, c1933. 

168Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

169Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

170Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

“tortured”
171

 and grieving in sorrow from a severe 

loss. 

 “For” what a shock it was for one who 

thought herself impervious to a decline and fall, 

and who used to pompously say, “in her heart, ‘I 

SIT as A QUEEN (basivlissa) AND I AM NOT A 

WIDOW (chvra), and will never see mourning 

(pevnqo"),’” literally, I “will certainly not see 

mourning,” that is, grieving typical of a woman 

who has unexpectedly lost her husband. Ancient 

Babylon used to say similar things like, “I shall be 

a queen forever” (Is. 47:4a), and, “I am, and there 

is no one besides me. I shall not sit as a widow” 

(vs. 8). 

3. (vs. 8) The previous verse offers 

the reason for the sudden demise of the woman, 

Babylon: “For this reason in one day her plagues 

will come, pestilence and mourning and famine, 

and she will be burned up with fire; for the Lord 

God who judges her is strong” 

(dia; tou'to ejn mia'/ [“emphatically…one and the 

same”
172

] hJmevra/ h{xousin [“have come, be 

present…used impersonally…or of event”
173

; “to 

come upon, of time and 

events”
174

] aiJ plhgai; aujth'" qavnato" [“death…l

it…can, through the context, come to mean a 

particular manner of death; e.g. fatal illness, 

pestilence”
175

] kai; pevnqo" [“grief, sadness, 

mourning”
176

; “In the NT, too, the words signify 

sorrow expressed in lamentation, especially 

mourning for the 

dead”
177

] kai; limov" [“‘hunger’…elsewhere it 

signifies a famine”
178

] kai; ejn puri; [“fire…lit…of 

earthly fire, as an important element in 

creation…Pass.”
179

; “of the judgments of God at 

the close of the present age previous to the 

establishment of the Kingdom of Christ in the 

world”
180

] katakauqhvsetai [burn down, burn up, 
consume by fire ti; someth…Pass…W. ejn puriv 
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added“
181

”; “the full rendering ‘burn utterly’ might 

be used”
182

] o{ti ijscuro;" [“strong, mighty, 

powerful…of living beings: in physical strength, or 

mental or spiritual power…of superhuman beings: 

of God”
183

; “strong, mighty, is used 

of…persons…God”
184

; “The group ischy- has the 
sense of ‘ability,’ ‘capacity,’ ‘power,’ or 

‘strength.’ It overlaps with the dyna- group, but 
with greater stress on the power implied. Thus 

ischyŒoµ is ‘to be strong, healthy, able,’ katischyŒoµ ‘to 
be strong,’ ‘to be superior,’ ‘to strengthen,’ 

ischyroŒs ‘strong, powerful,’ and ischyŒs ‘strength,’ 
‘ability.’…The NT follows the common 

pattern…ischyroŒs is used in the absolute in the NT 

for both persons and things…God himself is a 

mighty Judge”
185

] kuvrio" oJ qeo;" oJ krivna" [“as a 
legal t.t. judge, decide, hale before a court, 

condemn, also hand over for judicial 

punishment…of the divine tribunal…occupied by 

God or Christ…Oft. the emphasis is unmistakably 

laid upon that which follows the Divine Judge’s 

verdict, upon the condemnation or punishment: 

condemn, punish”
186

] aujthvn). 
 The proud boastings of the woman will 

come crashing down, “For this reason,” that is, on 

account of her arrogance, “in one day,” perhaps 

quite literally, or even “emphatically…one and the 

same”
187

 day of her boast, like ancient Babylon’s 

King Nebuchadnezzar who after having been 

warned against doing so, said, “‘Is this not 

Babylon the great, which I myself have built as a 

royal residence by the might of my power and for 

the glory of my majesty?’ While the word was in 

the king’s mouth, a voice came from heaven, 

saying, ‘King Nebuchadnezzar, to you it is 

declared: sovereignty has been removed from you, 

and you will be driven away from mankind, and 

your dwelling place will be with the beasts of the 

field. You will be given grass to eat like cattle, and 

seven periods of time will pass over you, until you 

recognize that the Most High is ruler over the 
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realm of mankind, and bestows it on whomever 

He wishes’” (Dan. 4:30-32).  

Similarly, God had warned ancient 

Babylon in Is. 47:9 that the very thing she boasted 

would never happen, namely, “widowhood,” 

would “come on” her “suddenly in one day…in 

spite of” her “many sorceries,” and “in spite of the 

great power of” her “spells.” So the “plagues” or 

blows of judgment “will come,” along with 

“pestilence,” literally, “death,” and “mourning,” 

connected with widowhood, “and famine,” which 

speaks of inadequate supply and destitution, 

following her former opulence (cf. “sensuously,” 

mng., “live in…luxury which implies gratifying 

the senses”
188

). The fact that “she will be burned 

up with fire” is best taken literally as a reference to 

the conflagration of the rebuilt city, but 

figuratively it refers to the collapse of the utterly 

selfish commercial system derived from Babylon 

and which became the controlling dynamic of the 

whole world, and is today to a great extent. 

This judgment will be impossible to stop, 

“for the Lord God who judges her is strong,” or 

mighty. So whomever is addressed by the angel in 

verse six by the understood subject of the verb, 

“you (pl.),” ultimately the judgment is a judgment 

of God. Babylon is doomed. It really is that 

simple. 

 

III Conc. 

 It is preposterous that the woman, 

commercial Babylon, the controlling dynamic of 

trade during the tribulation period, could imagine 

that she could escape the judgment of God. She 

could not, nor could any other entity or individual. 

All must give account, saved and lost before God 

almighty. It is safe to say that there is a level of 

accountability even in this life for one’s actions 

before that great judgments of the afterlife. The 

temporal judgment of the woman in the tribulation 

period is in view here. 
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